Video Essay – Script Format

:00

Narration / Sound

Image / Video

Text / Titles

- Medium Tempo

- Graphic Design #5

- Going The Distance

Instrumental

- Video of me talking

- Does absence make
the heart grow
fonder? Many of
you in a Long
Distance
Relationships (or
LDR) has New
Media to thank for
making it work.

:30

- Background Music
- Social Media and

-

the Internet has
majorly effected
relationships,
bringing new ways
to communicate and
keep in touch with
loved ones who are
near and far.
However, there is
this rumor that long
distance
relationships cannot
work and that new
media has
negatively effected
how we get to know
people. When
talking about this
topic this question
comes up, “How do
we define a
relationship in the
online age?” In this
day in age there are
many ways to
communicate
besides writing
letters, emails and
talking on the
phone. Today we
have video chatting
(whether it’s
FaceTime or Skype)
snapchat, Instagram,
Facebook and much
more!
The Evolution of
New Media has
greatly improved the
idea of long distance
friendships intima
intimintimate

- Pictures (and/or video) of
people using facetime/
skype, screenshot of fb
post,/text messages,
- Video Of Me Talking

- The Evolution of New
Media

1:00

- Background Music
- These forms of
communication help
build intimacy that
we wouldn’t of been
able to get 10 years
ago (without
physically seeing a
person.)

1:30

- Explaining the
different types of
LDR couples and
many ways to
communicate using
new media

2:00 - Explaining how New
Media make
communication easier
(and better) in a LDR

- Words across the screen - The Evolution of New
-

as I talk
Video Of Me Talking

- Video Of Me Talking
- “The Evolution of the

Media (cont..)

- The Evolution of LDR
(Different Types)

LDR” pictures

- Video of Me talking

- Communication is
better

2:30

- Statistics on LDR
- Statistics show that

- Number/Stats

- Do people really do
this?

3:00 - Youtube Clips

- Clips of people talking
about their LDR

- Real Life Experiences

3:30 - Overview of people
experience

- Video of Me Talking

4:00 - My experience and
how New Media helps
my relationship

- Video Of Me Talking
- Pictures of My

-

4:30

14 to 15 million
people are in a
LDR. 32% are
college
relationships. About
72% of that are
engaged couples and
have all been long
distance at some
point. 10% started
out long distance
and 2% are actual
married couples.
There are many
different ways that
an LDR can come
about. Whether it be
military, life
transition such as
going to different
colleges, meeting
your significant
other in a random
state. Whatever it
is…people are
making it work.

- Tips on how to use
-

New Media to your
advantage
Conclusion

- My Experience

Boyfriend and I

- Video of me Talking
- Tips on surviving a
- Words across the screen LDR

